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In a three-level v-type atom, which has two excited levels and a ground level, the Auorescence ex-
hibits quantum beats due to a correlation between the two excited levels. However, a measurement
of the atomic level yields information about the atomic state but completely suppresses the quantum
beats. Here we discuss a modification of the atomic-level measurement to allow for a continuous
transition from perfect quantum beats to complete information of the atomic level ~ The comple-
mentary relation between the beats and knowledge of the atomic level is quantitatively shown to be
a proportionality between the beat visibility and the probability of making an incorrect measure-
ment of the atomic level. We discuss the realization of the scheme in the context of current experi-
mental proposals involving atomic-level measurements via Fock number states in micromaser cavi-
ties. Imperfect photodetector efficiency and micromaser cavity damping are incorporated into the
formalism.
I. INTRODUCTION
Measurement occupies a special role in quantum
mechanics. Whereas the measurement apparatus can
generally be separated from the dynamical evolution of a
classical system, the quantization of action requires that
measurement inffuence the subsequent dynamics of a
quantum system. More specifically, the measurement of
a physical quantity x corresponding to some operator X
destroys the quantum coherence of the state represented
in the I basis (the "pointer basis"), and perfect measure-
ment of x leaves the state in a completely incoherent mix-
ture of X eigenstates. ' If y is another relevant physical
quantity corresponding to the operator Y such that X and
Y do not commute, then a measurement of x with good
precision requires that knowledge about the result of a
subsequent measurement of y (after an infinitesimally
short time interval) is very imprecise. Two noncommut-
ing operators X and Y are thus said to be complementary.
Here we shall investigate the effects of measuring two
complementary quantities in a particular quantum sys-
tern: the three-level v-type atom. The complementary
physical quantities are the atomic level of the electron
and the presence of quantum beats in the ffuorescence in-
tensity curve from an ensemble of atoms.
A further consideration arises in the study of measure-
ment. In general the ffuctuations introduced by the mea-
surement of x feed back into the dynamics as time
progresses. However, there exists the important class of
quantum-nondemolition (QND) measurements whereby,
from a measurement of x at a given time, the result of a
future rneasurernent of x at a specified time can be pre-
dicted with certainty. At this later time the ffuctuations
due to the initial measurement of x do not introduce un-
certainty. A QND measurement of the atomic level is
employed in the scheme presented here.
From the inception of quantum mechanics, the princi-
ple of complernentarity has proven to be both fundamen-
tal and philosophically controversial. Experimental evi-
dence supports the principle of complementarity, for ex-
ample the corpuscular and wavelike behavior of the pho-
ton. Another intriguing possibility for observing com-
plementary quantities in a quantum-beat experiment is
discussed by Scully and Walther. In this model deter-
mination of the atomic state suppresses the beats in the
resonance ffuorescence intensity. It is this potentially
realizable test of complementarity that we discuss and
generalize here.
In a test of complementarity, one can, in principle,
measure one quantity to good precision, but coherences
are destroyed in the pointer basis. Alternatively, an im-
precise measurement can be performed that only partially
destroys the quantum coherences. It is interesting to
construct a scheme wherein there exists an adjustable
continuous parameter which varies the precision of the
measurement. There have been two models discussed in
the literature that allow for continuous variation of the
precision. In the Young's double-slit and the Mach-
Zehnder interferometer experiments, one determines the
photon path at the expense of destroying the interference
fringes. As the path measurement precision increases,
the fringes disappear. ' The two schemes are enlighten-
ing and are possible in principle, but practial difficulties
prevent a good test of the effects of varying measurement
precision in these models.
As disussed by Scully and Walther, recent advances in
the preparation of Fock number states in micromaser
cavities could allow for a test of complementarity in a
quantum-beam measurement. Quantum beats, which are
present in the ffuorescence of a three-level v-type atom,
are suppressed by perfect measurements of the atomic
level, where the measurement apparatus involves two mi-
cromasers in Fock number states. Here we generalize the
scheme to allow for imperfect QND atomic level mea-
surements and the partial suppression of quantum beats.
A quantitative relation between atomic level information
and quantum-beat suppression is obtained. The micro-
maser damping and photodetector inefficiency parame-
ters are incorporated into the formalism.
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II. VISIBILITY OF QUANTUM BEATS Ip&
~,+=la &&ol=(~; )' ~'= —'(li &&il —lo&&ol) (2.1)
An atom which is prepared in an excited state and sub-
sequently interacts only with the vacuum field decays by
spontaneous emission. The time-dependent intensity
curve obtained by the fluorescence of an ensemble of ex-
cited noninteracting atoms is simply an exponential de-
cay. However, the intensity from the decay of an ensem-
ble of atoms prepared in a superposition of two exited
states is not the sum of the intensities of each decay. The
coherence between the two excited levels produces a
modulation of the intensity curve and this modulation is
known as quantum beats.
In Fig. 1 a three-level v-type atom is shown with one
excited state coupled to a probe level lp ). The atom is
excited into a superposition of the two excited levels
l
1 )
and l2) which are nearly degenerate in energy. The ex-
cited states li ) decay to the ground state lO) with a de-
cay constant y; and a transition frequency co; for i =1,2.
The probe level is not occupied and does not contribute
to the fluorescence.
In order to study the atomic decay we introduce the
Pauli spin operators
12)
(0
2
iO
dp = g l icu[o—;,p]+','y, (2o,—pcr,+ —o,+cr, p
i =1
—po,+o, )) . (2.2a)
FIG. 1. A three-level v-type atom with one excited state cou-
pled to a probe level lp). For i=1,2, the excited state li) de-
cays to the ground state l0) with a decay constant y; and a
transition frequency co;. The probe level lp ) decays to the excit-
ed level l 1 ) with a decay constant yr and a transition frequency
Sp.
for i = 1,2. The density matrix for the atom p satisfies the
equation
In matrix form the equation of motion for the density
matrix is
7 1P»+'V2P22 (l y i —i~i)po—i ( ,'y2 —i~-2)p—»
d
( zyi+'~i)piopdt
( ,'y2—+i-~2)P2o
7 1P»
—(y —ih)P2,
—(@+i',)p2,
~2P22
(2.2b)
for p, =lp, l and the retarded time is 7= t —rl—c. The
atoms interact with the vacuum field so
for y = —,'(y, +y2) and 6=—,'(co, —c02).
For t &&1/m, +1/co2, the positive frequency vector
field operator in the dipole approximation is
'2
2
g p;&cr; (7)o, (7))sin 7), .6)
47TEpc
+pip)& c7) (T)cr i (7)+ cr i (T)o p (7) )
co rE'+'(rt)=ED+'(rt) — g (p, Xr)Xrcr, (t r/c), —
47TEpC i =1
(2.3) X (cosy —cosT), cosT)2) . (2.6)
where p, is the dipole moment vector for transition i,
r= lrl, r=r/r, co= —,'(cui+co2), and b, is small compared
to the detector resolution. The intensity due to fluores-
cence is given by the scalar operator
The definition A, =p, co r /4m. epc leads to the simp-
lification
I(rt) =E' '(rr) E'+'(rt) .
Let us define the constants g; and g such that
p, r=p;r cosy;, p, , p2=p1p2cosy
(2.4)
(2.5)
2
&I(7)) = g A, ,P,;(7)sin TI,
+2k,
,A2Re[pz, (7)](cosy —cosr), cosT)2) . (2.7)
Quantum beats arise in the intensity profile due to coher-
ences between levels
l
1 ) and l2).
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As in previous analyses of complementarity, ' we as-
sociate the quantum coherence with the modulation of
the intensity. By analogy with Ref. 7, we introduce the
visibility
1/y2 where, in the absence of coherence, the intensity
curve is almost flat.
The atom is prepared in a superposition of levels ~1)
and ~2). The atomic state can be represented by the
pure-state density matrix p= ~8) (9~ where
(2.8)
~H) =cos0~1)+e'~sin8~2) (2.9)
That is, the visibility is associated with the modulation of
the intensity for short times compared with 1/y, and
Equation (2.2b) can be integrated and the time-dependent
density matrix is
p(&) =
—e 'cos 0—e 'sin 0
0
0
0
—Pit
e 'cos 0
] —( y —i b, ))t +i P in202
0
—(y+ih))t —i P 202
y2t 2e 'sin 0
(2.10)
Therefore, the visibility is
2A,
& X2( cosy —cosrj & cosg2 )sin( 28 )V=
k)sin 'g)cos 0+A,psin 'g2sin 0
(2. 1 1)
III. QUANTUM NONDEMOLITION MEASUREMENT
OF THE ATOMIC LEVEL
A scheme for measuring the atomic level, which is a
modification of the Scully and Walther model, is
presented in Fig. 2 and is reviewed briefly here. Each
FIG. 2. The atom is excited into a superposition of excited
states at E and proceeds with a velocity U through two micro-
masers. The distance from E to the exit from micromaser 2 is
L.
The visibility (2.11) depends on the atomic parameters
and on the superposition parameter 0, but not on the
phase P in (2.9). For the atomic preparation and 0 fixed,
we expect (2.11) to be reduced by any destruction of
quantum coherences between the two excited states.
atom (see Fig. 1) proceeds with a velocity v (assumed to
be the same for all atoms) through two micromaser cavi-
ties. The micromasers are tuned to the probe frequency
co and the cavity damping is y, =co /Q for Q the cavity
quality factor. The distance from the atomic excitation
region to the end of the measurement apparatus is I.. As
I. /U is very small compared to the atomic lifetimes 1/y, ,
1/y2, and 1/y, spontaneous emission effects are ignored
during the measurement process.
The essential features of the precise measurement mod-
el are reviewed here. Cavity 1 is prepared in a one-
photon Fock state and cavity 2 is prepared in the vacuum
state. The velocity U of the atom is chosen to ensure that
each atom-cavity interaction time corresponds precisely
to the time required for the atom to flop between level
~
1 ) and level
~p ). Subsequent to the passage of the atom,
a measurement of the photon number in cavity 1 is per-
formed and either one or no photon is detected. Assum-
ing a perfect photon detector, the absence of a photon al-
lows one to infer that the atom was prepared in level ~1)
and the atom absorbed the photon to jump to level ~p ):
measurement of cavity 2 would demonstrate the presence
of a photon. The atom is then in level 1) after the cavi-
ty 2 interaction.
If the photon number in the two cavities is unchanged,
the atom is inferred to have been prepared in a leve1 other
than
~
1 ) . As the atom has been excited out of the ground
state, we infer that the atom is prepared in level ~2) if it
is not in level ~1). Thus, the measurement scheme of
Scully and Walther provides perfect knowledge of the
atomic level ~ After each atomic measurement the cavi-
ties are again prepared in the one-photon and vacuum
states prior to the next atomic measurement. In this way
a measurement of the atomic level of each atom is per-
formed. After the measurement process each atom de-
cays and the intensity profile is obtained by summing the
contribution from the individual atoms. Quantum beats
are eliminated as the excited-state coherences are des-
troyed by measurement, in accordance with the principle
of comp1ementarity.
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where Po+P, = 1. For @=0, P, is a mixture of the vacu-
um and one-photon state and, for e=(PoP, )', we have
a coherent superposition of lo), and I 1),. The parame-
ter e is a coherence parameter for cavity 1. The mixed
state is rather easy to obtain from a one-photon Fock
state and, in fact, is what Scully and Walther have in cav-
ity 1. Given that the cavity damping is y„ the density
matrix is (3.1) where e=o and P, =e ' for t the time
interval between generating the one-photon states "and
the measurement.
For o &+ = lp ) & 1 I = ( o z )", the interaction between the
atom and the cavity i is given by the Jaynes-Cummings
Hamiltonian"
H~ =kg(crea;+o.
~
a, ) (3.2)
in the rotating-wave approximation for g the coupling
constant and a,- the single-mode annihilation operator for
cavity i. The state of cavity 2 prior to measurement is
p2=IO)2&ol and the post-measurement state of the sys-
tem is
P U2 U[P A P1'3P2U1U2I (3.3)
for pz the initial atomic state. The unitary evolution
operator for cavity i is
Here we modify the analysis to allow for a more gen-
eral initial state in cavity 1. Specifically we introduce the
cavity-1 state
p, P l—o),&ol+P, ll &, & ll+&(Il & &ol+ Io& & ll),
(3.1)
U; =exp( iH—' T/fi), (3.4)
where T is the atom-cavity interaction time. The post-
measurement atomic state is obtained by tracing over the
cavity fields
00 oo
p', —Tri2 g g Im), I&mlln)@&nip' . (3.5)
m =On=0
so a QND measurement of the atomic levels is being per-
formed. Thus, if a second measurement of the atomic
level were performed, the result would be identical to
that of the first measurement assuming the atom had not
decayed before the second measurement.
The interaction time between each cavity and the atom
is fixed (by adjusting the atomic velocity U) to the time
T =~/2g which ensures that"
U;Ip& lo&;=ill&
U, I 1 & „ac lo&, = I 1 & „e Io&, ,
U;I2&~s ln &;=l2&~@in &; .
(3.7a)
(3.7b)
(3.7c)
(3.7d)
Thus, the post-measurement density matrix is
At this stage we introduce the subscript 3 to distinguish
atomic level states, and it is easy to show that the atomic
projection operators I m ) „&m I satisfy the relation
U2U, lm ) „&mlUiU2 =lm ) q &ml (m =0, 1, 2 p),
(3.6)
p'= cos ell &~ & lie'lo&, &ole(P loo& &o2l+P ll i&~& ll)+sin 812) „&21&l(Polo&, &ol+Pill &i& ll) lo&2&ol
+
—,'sin28[e'~I2) „& lie(POIO) i&OI Io)2&ol Pi I 1 ), &OIIS —Io&, & 1 I)+H. c. ]
+«os'el» „& lie lo&, &ole (I1),&ol+ Io &, & il)+.»n'el2) „&2la (l», &ol+ lo&, & ll)e lo), &ol
+-,'e»n28[e'@12&~ & lie(ll &i&ole lo&2&of+ lo&i&01 lo&i& ll)+H. c. ] (3.8)
+
—,
' Posin 8( e '~ I 2 ) „& 1 I +H. c. ) . (3.9)
For the precise measurement case of Scully and Walther,
Po=O and p'~ is then an incoherent mixture of the two
atomic states ll)„and I2)„. At the other extreme,
"preparing" both cavities in the vacuum state corre-
sponds to Po=1 and p'„=p~ is the initial pure state.
The independence of p'~ on the cavity-1 coherence pa-
rameter e indicates that the e6'ect of measurement on the
atom does not depend on whether the cavity 1 is a
coherent or incoherent mixture of lo), and I 1),.
The maximum visibility V,„ for a particular set of
for H.c. the Hermitian conjugate. Employing the formu-
la (3.5) provides us with the atomic state
p'„= cos el 1 & „& 1 I+sin el2 & „&2I
atoms with a fixed preparation parameter 0 is given by
(2.11). The visibility V for the measured atom (3.9) is
characterized by the normalized visibility
V=—Vyv, „=P, . (3.10)
Thus, the normalized visibility is equal to the probability
of cavity 1 being in the vacuum state and provides an ex-
perimentally adjustable parameter for the degree of quan-
tum coherence between the atomic levels
I
1 ) „and I 2 ) „.
IV. ATOMIC-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS
AND THE COMPLEMENTARITY PRINCIPLE
The atomic level measurement scheme is depicted in
Fig. 2. One by one the atoms pass through the micro-
maser cavities, which are prepared in the states p;
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(i =1,2) prior to the arrival of each atom. Subsequent to
the departure of each atom, a measurement of the photon
number in cavity 1 is performed and an inference about
the atomic level is made. A perfect measurement of the
atomic level reveals whether the atom is prepared in level
~
1 ) „or level ~2 )
~
with perfect certainty.
In the perfect measurement case, p&= ~1) &(1~.
certainty with which the inference is made is illustrated
by preparing the atom in the state
(4. 1)
If the atom is prepared in the state p'~', then a photon is
detected in cavity 1 (assuming an ideal photon detector is
used) and the atom prepared in the state p'z ' leaves cavity
1 in the vacuum state. Thus, if we assume that the atom
is prepared in the state p'~" or p'~', then the measurement
scheme of Scully and Walther reveals with certainty
which state the atom is in. In this sense, preparing cavity
1 in the one-photon Fock state corresponds to precise
measurement.
For the more general cavity 1 state (3.1), we infer that
the atom is in level ~2) „or level
~
1)„ if a photon is or is
not detected in cavity 1, respectively. If the atom is
prepared in the state p'~", then the conditional probability
of detecting one photon is
(4.2)
Thus, if a photon is detected in cavity 1, given that the
atom is prepared in the state p'z', we can be certain that
k =2. However, the probability for detecting no photon,
given that the atom is in the state p'~', is
(4.3)
Incorporating Eqs. (3.10) and (4.3) produces the rela-
tion
o+V=l (O~o, V~ 1) . (4.5)
Equation (4.5) expresses quantitatively what we expect
qualitatively: that the precision with which atomic mea-
surements are determined increases at the expense of ob-
serving quantum beats in the fluorescence. In a real ex-
periment the inference quality and the visibility would
decrease due to environmental noise and the equality (4.5)
represents an ideal limit. In reality we expect that the in-
equality o. +V ( 1 is valid.
One experimental consideration which is difficult to ig-
nore is the limited efficiency of photon detectors. For-
tunately, the effects of limited efficiency on the inference
quality are readily incorporated into the formalism.
With a detector of efficiency q, the conditional probabili-
ty for detecting m photons in cavity 1, given that n pho-
tons are present, is'
P„(m~n)= g (1 —g)" (4.6)
Thus equation (4.3) is generalized to read
P„(0~p„')= g P„(0~n)P(n ~p„')
n=0
= 1 —gP(, (4.7)
where P(n~p„')=0 for n ) 1 is necessarily true. The
inference quality is defined to be the efficiency-dependent
quantity
(4.8)
Except for the case of perfect measurement (P0=0),
there exists a nonzero probability for inferring that the
atom is prepared in the state p'„" when in fact the atom is
prepared in the state p'~'. The probability for error is
given by (4.3) and we introduce the inference quality fac-
tor o. such that
o.„+V=P0+gP) ~ 1 . (4.9)
For the perfect detector g= 1 and the equality (4.5) is
recovered.
The inference quality is proportional to the detector
efficiency and
(4.4)
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